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Date
captured
Mar 10 2009

Comment
Yes, this is Luanne XXXXXX with XXXX XXXXXX, and I was calling regarding the impact of the Gold Line to
one of our service centers. If you could have somebody give me a call, my number is XXX-XXX-XXXX. It's
Luanne XXXXXX Thank you.

Source
phone

What is the anticipated time line to start service from the Arvada RIDGE Station. We are moving to Arvada this
year this year from Sequim, WA on the Olympic Pennisula \ \ Thank you, kind regards \ Alex XXXX \ XXX
XXX XXXX \ Sequim WA.

email

Mar 11 2009

Good morning, \ \ I'm looking for information about the electrification of the railway lines in Denver. Is it only
direct current or do you plan to use also 25kV AC systems ? \ \ Thank you very much for your help, \ \ Best
regards, \ \ Jerome XXXXXXXX

email

Mar 16 2009

Good Morning, \
As a resident of Arvada I am wondering if the Goldline project is a sure thing? Can it be
said with certainty that the Goldline will be completed? Any info you might have would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks! \ \ Erica XXXXXXXX

email

Mar 18 2009

Hi my name is Joseph XXXXXX I actually wanted to get in contact with the project manager. I just wanted to
get some information about the Gold Line. I have some clients that are looking at potentially purchasing
property along the Gold Line. Just had a couple of questions for you. If you could give me a call back at your
earliest convenience, my telephone number is 720-855-8670. \ Thanks, bye.

phone

Mar 18 2009

I must say that I am extremely disappointed to hear that RTD is planning to build their maintenance facility
where our plant is. We employee 100 people and many of them have been here more than 30 years. This is
their livelyhood and their family's livelyhoods. Our plant is clean, productive and makes a quality product. We
were recently awarded the OSHA VPP Star for our XXXX Facility on XXXXX Street for outstanding safety for
our employees. We care about our people and making a difference in their lives. I can't imagine what these
100 families will do without this plant. I would ask that you take their futures into consideration before any
extreme actions are taken. I appreciate you listening to us. We want and need to help these employees
provide for their families.

website

Mar 19 2009

I just found out that your maintenance facility is proposed to be located on the site where my work is located. I
have worked for XXXX for over 20 years. Isn't there someplace else you can put the maintenance facility
instead of putting nearly 100 people out of work? And if the answer is no, I would like to have an idea of when I
will be losing my job. How soon would you expect to shut down XXXX @ XXXX XXX Street?

website

Mar 20 2009
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Hello my name is Keith XXXXXXX and I am questioning your note about the Environmental Assessment for the
Maintenance Facility that came out. It said the meeting is being held Thursday, April 23, but it said it is at the
Stapleton Recreation Center and that's at 5090 Broadway. I don't believe the Stapleton Recreation Center is
anywhere near 5090 Broadway, so I am calling to confirm if it is at the Stapleton Recreation Center what is the
address or what is the building at 5090 Broadway? I am confused by your thing because I did not think the
Stapleton Recreation Center was at 50th and Broadway in Denver. So anyway if you could give me a call I
would appreciate it. 303-295-3456 \ Thank you, goodbye.
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phone

Mar 30 2009
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